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justfinishedshoeing
myhorse,
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wherehe'dbeenhuntingpachratsand
landedon a pile of tarps.
The horse had a big issue with tarps and flags, and pretty
much anything that flapped or crinkled. He came to me with
this problem, but in the time I had owned him I hadn't helped
him much. Mainly he and I had been surviving by avoidance.
I knew the problem wasn't going to fix itself. I was just afraid
that in trying to fix it I would make it worse.
Then when the dog hit those tarps and things went sideways, my tools scattered everywhere, my horse in a panic I
knew I had to put aside my own worries and do something to
finally help him. I had an article I was supposed to be working
on with Joe Wolter for Eclectic Horseman. Spring was finally
here and there were plenty of other chores to do. I had a lot
of day work coming up and story deadlines and schedules
to keep. Even though my living revolves around horses, like
everyone else, I have to juggle the time I actually get to spend
with my horses against all the other demands and distractions
of everyday life.
For the sake of this horse, I had to finally pur aside everything else-including my own worries about making a mistake and overdoing it. Joe would understand if we didn't get
to the story for a few days, and I was pretty sure Emily would
too. I stretched out a tarp in the barnyard and started thinking about some things Joe had talked about in clinics the year
before, when we had worked on crossing a bridge and how he
had stressedthe importance of getting our horseslined up and
ready to cross. It wasn't about getting across the bridge; it was
about getting ready to cross the bridge.
So I put crossing the tarp out of my mind and I decided
I would settle for the horse just getting himself lined up in a
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position that he could cross it once he was able to make that
choice. But even that proved difficult. Using just the end of
my lead rope to help direct and encourage didn't get me any
further than I had ever gorren with this horse. Then I remembered something Joe had recently said when we were tossing
around article ideas, "If the same thing keeps happening you
have to change."
I took a chance and grabbed a flag, which sure enough
got the horse'sattention. Now he was faced with the two most
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frightening things he could imagine. Was I doing too much?
Was I going to overexposehim? I didn't know. I just knes- if I
didn't do something different he and I would forever be nding
in fear, always on the lookout for the next thing to crinkle or
flap in the breeze.
He was afraid of the flag, but less so as I began using it
with a purpose in mind, helping him to get straight and readr.
and then taking the pressureoff as soon as he got himself prepared to cross the tarp. From there it didn't take too much ro
get the rest. It seemedto me that straightnesswas the ker: If I
could help him find that spot where he was straight. he sor so
he would come right acrossthat terrifying tarp, real quier and
easy,but if I let him drift off, he got troubled again.
The next day I had to go help ship cattle. The corrals
were a mess of snow and ice and mud. The cattie \\ ere a mix
of everything-dry cows, bulls, yearlings and a feu- corvs and
calves.The regular ranch hands had done very little in preparation. Gatesweren't functioning. The loading chute rvas like a
bobsled run and pretty quick everyonewas in a foul moodespeciallythe bulls. At one point I was handed a flag to help tn
and move things along. I wasn't sure how my horse ri ould take
it, but the preparationI had done the day beforepaid off. It u-as
the first time I had ever been able to ride that horse rr'irh a flag
in mv hand. Not only did it savehim a lot of work. it a1lori-ed
me to protect us both from somevery unhappy animalsand get
through a bad situation all the better for having done ir.
I calledJoeas soon as I got home and told him abour rhe

last couple of days, how the flag had gone from somerhing
mr- horse thought would eat him to something he understood
could help him. He wasn'rjust tolerating it; he was embracing
it. I rvasn'tsure exactly how I had done it, but I thought it had
something to do with finding straightnessand that it might be
something good for us to talk about in an article.
''Maybe," he said. "But the straightnesswas just a bJproduct of his idea being your idea."
"So what was it I did?"
And tlpical of Joe, the answer wasn't nearly as complicated as I wanted to make it. "You didn'r approachit like it was
about the flag," he said. "You put two
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things together at the same time. His
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self-preservation with the flag helped
'.1.::ii:,:ithim with the other."
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He went on to explain how he
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had been at a branding once with
' '.,.,,"'Tom Dorrance. "My horse was really
troubled, so rather than directing her
with my reins, Tom had me use my
coils. Insteadof working on one thing
and making it the issue, we added
someihing else to the mix and pretty
soon I had a float in my reins and a
nice quiet horse."
"So is that straightness?"I asked.
I was really trying to find a hook for
this article we neededto work on.
"Straightnessis just you and the
horse going the sameplace and it not
weighing anything."
"So let'swrite about that," I said.
"We just did," Joe said. "It's all right
there in what you told me about your
horse."
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